FOR CHILDREN
AGED 5 TO 7 YEARS
To be used with
adult supervision
AT ALL TIMES

Time After Time
WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
Giant Sand Timer
Digital timer
Sun Disc Sundial

Use the items
provided to explore
the the science of
time!
• Please return the box with
all equipment clean and
packed as you found it.
• Report any missing or
damaged items to the staff.

Spark! Discovery Boxes are an initiative of Children’s Discovery

www.childrensdiscovery.org.au

Giant Sand Timer
Take the sand timer from the kit.
Place the timer on one end so that
all the sand has time to flow from
the top bulb to the bottom bulb.
Why does sand not flow from the
bottom bulb up into the top bulb?
Because of gravity!
Now, turn the timer upside down
and notice what’s happening. How
long does it take for the sand to
flow from top to bottom?
Hint: it may say on the timer.
Some sand timers might add a little
+/-%10 which is it’s ‘margin of error’
– which means each time you use
the timer it might not give exactly
the same time, sometimes up to 10
percent, which for a 1 minute (60
second) timer might mean
between 54 seconds and 66
seconds.

You can do some experiments
by using the electronic timer to
measure and record say, 10 turns of
the sand timer – plot your results on
a chart.
How accurate is the sand timer?
How confident are you that the
digital timer is also accurate? Hint:
repeat the experiment with other
timers in your house?

Sand Timer vs. Electronic Timer
1st x turn of Sand Timer
= ..........seconds on E-timer
2nd x turn of Sand Timer
= ..........seconds on E-timer
3rd x turn of sand timer
= ..........seconds on E-timer
4th x turn of sand timer
= ..........seconds on E-timer
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Make your own
sand timer
What will you use as the bulbs?
Maybe the ‘necks’ off plastic bottles?

WHAT TO DO:
BULBS
You need two, clear plastic bottles
that are the same size and shape.
Note: For a more stable timer, use
shorter bottles, and bulb-shaped
bottles just look better! Take off any
labels, wash out and allow the
bottles to dry completely.

HOLE
Take the caps and glue them
together top-to-top. Use a strong
glue, such as super glue or epoxy
glue – this is a job for an adult.
You now need to make a hole
through the middle of these
stuck-together caps. This can
best be done using a drill, or
you can also try using a
hammer and nail, or use a
screw-driver as a punch.
– another a job for an adult.
(An alternative is to use a
commercial product, such as
a Vortex Valve (also known as
a Tornado Tube).

Sources: https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Sand-Timer-from-Recycled-PlasticBottles, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLAuf7iFKYs

SAND
The best material is very fine-grained
sand, which needs to be dry. Collect
a little from a beach, or local store
(hardware, arts, toy shops). Ensure
the sand is dry by spreading it out
onto a backing dish, or similar, and
allowing it to dry in the sun.
Be creative and maybe add coloured
sand, or a little glitter to make your
sand sparkle.

FILL
Fill the ‘uncapped’ bottle with the sand.
If you want a 1-minute sand-timer, you
might like to use a stop-watch and time
yourself adding sand to the bottle – stop
at 1 minute.
Screw the second (‘capped’) bottle
onto the sand-filled bottle. Don’t overtighten, as you don’t want the caps
to break apart. Turn the bottle upside
down and notice how the sand flows
from the top bottle to the bottom. Use
your timer to check how long this
takes. You may need to adjust how
much sand is in the bottles.
Now, make improvement to the timer,
such as strengthening where the caps
join by using strong tape. You can try
making a frame to hold your timer (like
the real ones). There are some examples
you can find in books and on-line.
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What might affect the
accuracy of a Sand
Timer?
• Amount (volume) of sand used
• Size and angle of the glass
bulbs
• Quality of the sand – fine, dry,
same-sized (uniform) sand
grains
• Width of the neck
• Tight seals, so no moisture can
get in. Moister can add weight
to the sand and clog the hole.
• Flat and level surface to rest
the timer.
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History
Sand timers, also called
sandglass, or hourglass, were in
popular use in Europe during the
14th century, over 700 years ago.
As hourglasses were quite easy
and inexpensive to make, people
found many practical uses for this
new technology. They would be
used for measuring the length of
lessons, cooking time, and breaks
from work. What uses for ‘time
keeping’ do you have?
(Hint: time spent using a screen??)

Digital Timer
The digital (also called,
electronic) timer in your
set can be used to either
count upwards from zero
(so, could be used as a
stopwatch) or count down
from a specified time
(which we call a timer).
You might have to
experiment a little with the
timer in you kit. There is
usually one button to start
and stop the stopwatch,
and another (or two others
pressed at time time) to
reset to zero. There might
be a min (minute) and sec
(second) button, which
you press until you see the
amount of time you want
to count down from. You
then press the start/stop to
begin the count-down.

Did You K

now

...
Electronic
timers use
digital elec
tronics to k
eep
time. They
may have e
it
an analogu
her
e (‘watch fa
ce’) or
digital (num
ber) displa
y. Th
usually a sin
gle compute is is
r chip
which can b
e very easil
y mass
produced,
which is wh
y we find
timers in ju
st about ev
e
rywhere!
Walk aroun
d your hou
se and
notice whe
re you find
timers,
or similar d
igital clocks
. (Hint:
oven, micro
wave, fridg
e,
even toaste
rs…?!)
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Sun Disc Sundial
Take care when handling the
sundial. Follow the instructions
and make sure you have an adult
helping.
A sun dial tells the time of day by
the apparent position of the sun in
the sky.

Note the following parts:
Disc: flat surface with hour lines
marked – shadow line indicates
the hour.
Gnomon: a metal rod which casts
the shadow onto the surface
Frame: supporting triangles that
can hold the disc at the right angle

Image: © 2014 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.

Local adjustment: gently rotate the dial to
match your location

The basic workings of a sundial

Image: © 2014 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.

Sun dial at midday shadow
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The shadow moves as the Earth rotates

HOW DOES IT WORK
As the sun appears to move across
the sky (you know it’s really the
Earth that’s moving…), the shadow
line moves across the disc, covering
each of the hour lines.
The gnomon must be parallel to the
axis of the Earth’s rotation to remain
accurate throughout the year.

This sundial includes four supporting
triangles to allow the face of the
Sun Disc to be tilted for various
latitudes. E.g. In Sydney use the
Southern Hemisphere 30° South
and in Melbourne use Southern
Hemisphere 40° South.

Place the sundial on a sun deck,
in your garden or maybe try a
sunny spot indoors.
Think scientifically by setting up
the sundial and checking it every
hour (or so) and compare the
shadow time to a clock in the house.

More information and DIY:
https://study.com/academy/
lesson/sundials-lesson-for-kidsfacts-history.html

Why do you think these are
different?
(Hint: go look at a map of Australia!)

Ancient sun dial
For assistance, further information or general
feedback, please send an email to
spark@childrensdiscovery.org.au

www.childrensdiscovery.org.au

